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Maintenance , Test and Detection Technology

of PT HV Bushing
HIMALAYAL - SHANGHAI - CHINA

I. Introduction

In recent years, power transformer
HV bushing has broken down and
electric organizations paid high
attention to the operation of bushing.
Countermeasures against faults are
taken to ensure secure operation of
bushing. On-site test monitoring
technologies are presented here.

II. About Oil-paper Capacitive
Bushing

The 110kV and above power
transformer HV bushing is mostly
oil-paper capacitive bushing, which
relies on capacitive core to change the
electric field distribution. The
capacitive core is composed of layers
of insulation paper with aluminum
foils between layers according to the
requirement, forming a series of
coaxial cylinder capacitor. The
insulation paper is immersed into the
mineral oil.

III. Preventive Test Technology

1. Main insulation test. The dielectric
loss measurement of main insulation
uses positive connection. The bushing
get worse or dampened, resulting in
an increase in dielectric loss. Reasons
for why the value of dielectric loss
becomes abnormally small or negative
are as follows: bushing base flange is
poorly earthed; bushing surface is

dirty and affected with damp; end
shield or standard capacitor is
dampened.

The increase in capacitance may be
caused by poor sealing. Or free
discharge of bushing burns part of
insulation and leads to electrode
shortcircuit. However, oil leakage or
incoming air is likely to bring about he
decrease in capacitance.

2. End shield test. If the insulation
resistance is less than 1000MΩ, it is
necessary to measure the end shield
to ground tgδ. Its value should not be
more than 2%. The shielding reverse
connection is used to measure end
shield dielectric loss. The insulation
condition of end shield reflects the
external insulation level. If the
external insulation is dampened, the
main insulation will get dampened
gradually.

3. Inspection of cap sealing and
conductive rod contact condition. If
the seal rings are poorly sealed, the
bushing cap may become abnormally
hot.

When carrying out the inspection, give
more attention to seal rings to check
whether there is rust or leaked oil;
besides, use multimeter to measure
the resistance of cap and conductive
rod and check whether the value is
zero; if necessary, conduct the
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three-phase DC resistance test before
and after the maintenance to examine
whether the resistance and balance
factor exceed the limit.

4. Oil level and leakage inspection. If
oil level becomes abnormally high,
main insulation test must be carried
out; if necessary, chromatographic
analysis should be conducted for
insulation oil to check whether the
content of hydrogen, acetylene and
total hydrocarbon exceeds a limit; if
oil level becomes abnormally low,
inspect the bushing to check whether
the bushing leaks oil. Take samples to
conduct the water content test if
necessary. Please also keep in mind
that false oil level will appear if oil
tube jams.

5. Make sure that end shield is well
earthed when it is running.

There are three kinds of earthing
methods of bushing end shield:

(1) External connection: end shield is
connected to bushing base via
external copper sheet or copper wire
and the base is earthed. The external
connection makes it easier to check
grounding conditions. When doing the
insulation test, do not move the end
shield but remove earthing screws of
base. Twist screws carefully in order
not to break the end shield metallic
rod. The multimeter is recommended
to check the resistance of end shield
and transformer housing after
grounding resumes ; the value should
be zero.

(2) Internal connection: end shield is
earthed by means of earthing cap,
which is tightened to bushing base

through threads and the base is
earthed. Keep an eye for grounding
cap to check whether there is spark
discharge trace. Carefully unscrew
earthing cap to avoid breaking
metallic rod; Use your hands rather
than wrench to twist earthing caps
tightly to avoid oxide etch.

(3) Push-pull connection: end shield
uses the spring to directly press
external copper bushing against the
inner wall of earthed bushing base.
Open the protective cap to inspect
whether copper bushing has spark
discharge trace or changes color.
When the insulation test returns to
earthing condition, inspect whether
copper bushing can move freely
without jam; besides, use multimeter
to measure the resistance value of end
shield to transformer housing; if
abnormal, deal with it at once. The
protective cap should be screwed
tightly to prevent end shield from
being dampened.

IV. Professional Inspection
Technology

The professional inspection means
that technical staff inspect and test
some items of the working equipment,
which is equipped with telescope and
infrared thermal imaging. The
telescope is used to inspect the oil
level and leakage while infrared
technology is applied to detect and
diagnose electric equipment in the
system, which causes thermal effect.

1. The selection of instrument. The
infrared thermal imaging not infrared
thermometer is recommended to
detect the infrared.
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2. Test conditions. It is better to
conduct the test in overcast or cloudy
days or at night or 2h after sunset.
Night is the best. Detecting in
lightning, rainy, foggy and
snowy weather prohibited.

3. Equipment setting. The radiation
rate of equipment should be 0.9 and
color code temperature range is set
within the temperature plus 10K-20K.

4. Measuring method. First of all, to
scan three-phase bushing completely;
then to focus on abnormally-hot spots
and crucial parts. Bushing’s essential
scanning parts include top wire
contacts, column heads, and end
shield.

5. Result judgment. The bushing
belongs to comprehensive heating
equipment- current-caused loss and
voltage-caused loss. First of all,
compare and analyze the temperature
difference of three-phase bushing to
find abnormal parts; then make
judgments via the following methods.

6. Treatments to deal with three
defects. When the power failure
comes, seize the chance to deal with
common defects; elimination of
general defects shall be within six
months. The serious defects should be
dealt with within seven days. As for
the defect in the top wire contact,
measures such as reducing the load
current should be taken at once. The
emergency defect needs to be dealt
with immediately within 24 hours.
Generally speaking, as for porcelain
column, the heat of which is caused by
the voltage, when the temperature
difference reaches 2-3K, it is regarded
as serious defect. It is not easy to

detect so the cautiousness is needed
during the test.

V. On-line Monitoring Technology

1. Improve measures to deal with
defects in the system. In actual
application, problems of hardware,
software and communication often
arise in the system and only supplier
technicians can fix those problems.
Besides, it is not easy to find the
causes and needs long time to do that.
Hence, it is suggested that
countermeasures against defects be
improved and management staff and
on-site inspection staff enhance their
abilities of dealing with abnormal
defects.

2. Pay special attention to the
comparison between on-line
three-phase data and on-line
historical data. If abnormal, increase
the number of professional
inspections and try to seize any
chance to conduct the preventive test.
Carry out the preventive test at once if
necessary.

3. Boost basic research. Now, most
on-line monitoring technologies still
focus on the provision of monitoring
data, but there is a lack of experience
that is relied on to determine the
relation between change of on-line
monitoring parameters and insulation
degradation degree. Analyze and
compare historical on-line monitoring
data with bushing data of the same
model; study the relation between
change of monitoring parameters and
insulation aging of tested bushing to
find the trend.
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